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Today the best standard candles known in cosmology probably are type
Ia supernovae. They have became the principle indicator for the determina-
tion of distance in the Hubble ow and consequently measuring more accu-
rately the Hubble constant and the cosmological deceleration. The startling
result of the recent high-z supernovae observation is that the deceleration pa-





: This implies an acceleration expansion




















which the values of 

M
 0:3 and 


 0:7 are favored by new achievements.
A positive cosmological constant is inferred from recent measurements and
indicate that cosmological constant is the dominant term in the Friedmann
equation at our epoch[1,2,3,4,5]. So far in standard models of gravitating
systems the existence of cosmological constant have been simply ignored,but
after these observations the theoretical models should be modied to include
this term as a part of reality.
A theoretical issue as has been well explained in standard reviews of
cosmological constant is that the theoretical expectation for  exceeds its
observational value by 120 orders of magnitude[6,7]. Meanwhile it worth to
mention that there is some way to resolve this deciency. It is proved that
there exists a dierent commutation relation between space coordinate and
its momentum for massless particles[8]. The eld theoretical counterpart of
this new commutation relation leads to zero vacuum energy[9].
The familiar solution of the Einstein eld equations with cosmological
constant for a vacuum space around a center of spherical symmetry(SS) is
given by the Schwarzschild-deSitter metric[10]. It has the following form


































where  stands for cosmological constant and M is the mass of an individ-
ual point mass which is the source of SS. This metric has two coordinate










intrinsic singularity at r = 0. On the geodesic with d = d' = 0 ; ds
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  M interval to











us to give up our common sense and accept the ad hoc character exchange
of r and t as space and time coordinate. On the other hand according to
the principle of causality we expect when M the source of SS tends to zero
the symmetry of the metric which is the eect of the existence of M disap-
pear, but in Schwarzschild-deSitter metric the contrast of this happens and
SS remains. The crucial deciency of the Schwarzschild-deSitter metric is
that in a  dominated universe the Schwarzschild type comoving coordi-
nate system gives a redshift-magnitude relation which does not conrm with
observational data[11]. This discards the Schwarzschild type coordinate as
a proper frame of reference in the presence of : A FRW type comoving
coordinate system gives a correct prediction for redshift-magnitude relation
which quite well agrees with observation.
We are going to nd the solution of Einstein eld equations with cosmo-
logical constant for a vacuum spherically symmetric space in a proper FRW
type coordinate system. Although a system consisting a point mass M pos-
sesses SS, it is plausible to expect that at very large scales compared to M
the space looks homogenous and isotropic within good approximaton and its
related metric to be deSitter metric in its FRW form. Thus it will not restrict





































































Since the o diagonal components of the metric are zero, its contravariant
components are simply the inverse of the related covariant one.
3






























































































































) and () stand for the derivative with respect to r and t respectively.
































































































































































































































































) = 0 (13)

























) = 0 (14)
Let us dene  to be  = R(t) r and assume
A(r; t) = A() & B(r; t) = B() (15)
If (*) stands for the derivative with respect to  then the partial derivative
of A and B with respect to r and t are





































) = 0 (17)









Integration of (18) with respect to  gives AB =constant. since A and B





This selection automatically satises the rt-component of the eld equation
and may be considered as a justication for the assumption in (15). The






























































(  1)] = 0 (21)








(  1)    = constant  C (22)














)D +  = 0 (23)

































By evaluating the post Newtonian limits we observe that merelyD
 
is phys-



































































Thus the nal non-static form of ds
2





















































































We may summarize the functional behavior of the obtained metric as




to others and consequently come to B = A
 1
= 1: This means that at these
very large scales the essential symmetry of space restores. This property
also guarantees that when M tends to zero the homogeneity and isotropy of
space restore. For scales not too large but comparable to 2M , (26) reduces










) which exactly coincide with Schwarzschild-








































The obtained metric does not change sign and has quite dierent behavior
in the intervals which Schwarzschild-deSitter metric faces with problems. In





= 0, this new metric gives g
tt
= 0 and g
rr
= +1. thus the non-static

















On geodesic with d = d' = 0, the relation between dt and dr at this point





















years for a photon to escape from horizon region of black hole i.e.   2M
to outside of few M:
Since the metric is nonsingular for r 6= 0 and there is no horizon, the
high potential regions are accessible. This huge amount of potential energy
can be converted to thermal or other physical forms of energy and providing
us with a new supermachinary for high energy astrophysics. This can make
drastic change in our understanding of the AGN phenomenon.
We should mention that the presented non-static metric and the Schwarzschild-
deSitter metric are transformable to each other by the following coordinate
transformation



























As it is evident from (32) this transformation does not preserve the sym-
metries of space and this is the reason that why in Schwarzschild-deSitter
metric the spherical symmetry remains in the limitM ! 0:
In a recent work I have shown that there exist general spherically sym-
metric solutions of Einstein vacuum eld equations without  [12]. These
solutions are free of intrinsic singularity and are analytic at r = 0. We antic-
ipate that the combination of these two works will provide us the ultimate
nonsingular metrics.
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